Many pattern recognition and machine learning approaches employ a distance metric on patterns, or a generality relation to partially order the patterns. We investigate the relationship amongst them and prove a theorem that shows how a distance metric can be derived from a partial order (and a corresponding size on patterns) under mild conditions. We then discuss the use of the theorem. More specfically, we show how well-known distance metrics for sets, strings, trees and graphs can be derived from their generality relation.
Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been a growing attention in the pattern recognition, machine learning and data mining literature to dealing with structured data in the form of sets, strings, trees or graphs. Many of these techniques employ a distance metric, which measures how similar two instances are, or a generality order, which partially orders the search space of possible patterns. Distance metrics form the basis for many well-known algorithms, such as knearest neighbor and k-means clustering, whereas the generality order is used to intelligently enumerate and traverse the space of possible patterns in local pattern mining and concept-learning [2] . This paper points out a general relationship between the generality ordering and distance metrics. Specifically, we focus on partially ordered pattern spaces that satisfy two conditions: 1) there is a monotonic size measure on patterns |s|, that is, a size that monotonically decreases as patterns become more general, and 2) they satisfy the diamond equation, which imposes restrictions on the size of the minimally general generalizations and maximally general specializations. Our theorem extends earlier results by [4] obtained in the context of distance metrics for atoms in logic. The earlier results was restricted to complete lattices, and hence assumed that minimally general generalizations and maximally general specializations always exist and are unique.
We also investigate the applicability of the theorem by showing how it can be used to reconstruct well-known distance metrics for sets [3] , strings [6] , trees [5] and graphs [1] from their generality relations, and drawing some conclusions from this.
In Section 2, we introduce the theorem. We investigate its application to sets, strings, trees and graphs in Section 3, before concluding in Sections 3 and 4.
A Metric Based on a Generality Ordering and a Size
We consider partially ordered pattern or hypothesis spaces (L, ), where we write s g (resp. s ≺ g) to denote that s is more specific than (resp. strictly more specific than) g. As the relation is partially ordered, it is (1) reflexive: ∀x ∈ L : x x (2) anti-symmetric: ∀x, y ∈ L : x y and y x → x = y (3) transitive: ∀x, y, z ∈ L : x y and x z → x z
We also assume
• that there is a size | | : L → R that is anti-monotonic w.r.t. :
∀g, s ∈ L : s g → |s| ≥ |g| (1) and strictly order preserving:
• that the minimally general generalizations and maximally general specializations of two patterns are defined and yield at least one element:
mgg(x, y) = min{l ∈ L|x l and y l} (3) mgs(x, y) = max{l ∈ L|l x and l s}
We also define the size of the mgg and mgs:
If (L, ) is a complete lattice, that is, if the mgg and mgs always exist and are unique, we talk about the least general generalization (lgg) and the least special specialization (lss).
The distance d ∧ can now be defined in terms of the generality ordering L, and size function | · |:
Intuitively, this definition means that to go from x to y, one should go from x to mgg(x, y) and then to y.
An interesting property for such a distance function is the diamond inequality.
We say a distance function d ∧ satisfies the diamond inequality iff
or equivalently
Intuitively, when a distance function satisfies this equation, it is shorter to go from x to y via mgg(x, y) than to go via mgs(x, y), Proof: To prove that d ∧ is a metric, we show that it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Reflexivity: For any x ∈ L, mgg(x, x) = {x}. Indeed, x is more general than both x and x so x ∈ mgg(x, x). Any element l ∈ mgg(x, x) should therefore satisfy x l (more general than x) and l x (minimal) and hence l = x due to the anti-symmetry of . Therefore, d ∧ (x, x) = |x| + |x| − 2|x| = 0. On the other hand, consider the case where x = y. Choose m ∈ mgg(x, y) so that |m| = |mgg(x, y)|. Then either m = x or m = y. Without loss of generality, assume m = x, and hence x ≺ m. As | | is strictly order preserving, it follows that |m| = |mgg(x, y)| < |x|.
Similarly, let g yz ∈ mgg(y, z) such that |g yz | is maximal, that is
Consider now the diamond inequality w.r.t. g xy and g yz and multiply by 2:
Substituting |g xy | and |g yz | from Equations (9) and (10) yields
which we can rewrite as
(12) As y g xy and y g yz , it follows that ∀s ∈ mgs(g xy , g yz ) : y s and therefore that 0 ≤ |y| − |mgs(g xy , g yz )|
Multiplying Inequality (13) by 2 and adding with Inequality (12) yields
Let g ∈ mgg(g xy , g yz ) such that |g| = |mgg(g xy , g yz )|. Then x g xy g and z g yz g. Therefore, g is a common generalisation of x and z and
Combining Inequalities (14) and (15) yields
which proves the triangle inequality. 2
A similar result holds when changing the direction of the order. To see this, let us define the distance
That is, to go from x to y, one should go from x to mgs(x, y) and then to y. If the inverse diamond inequality
holds, then d ∨ is a metric. This follows from Theorem 1 by noting that if is an order relation, then so is , reversing all directions and interchanging mgs and mgg.
Application
We now investigate the applicability of the theorem by showing how it can be used to reconstruct some well-known distance metrics for sets, strings, trees and graphs.
Weighted Sets
Let Ω be a universe. A weighted set A is a function mapping the elements of Ω on non-negative numbers. For weighted sets A and B, A ⊇ B (or A B in the notation of Theorem 1) if and only if ∀x ∈ Ω : A(x) ≥ B(x). Also, A∩B, A∪B and A\B are weighted sets such that for
The partial order ⊇ is a complete lattice with lgg(A, B) = A ∪ B and lss(A, B) = A ∩ B. Assigning a positive weight w i to every element in L produces the size
Observe that this size is anti-monotonic, strictly increasing and satisfies the diamond inequality |A|+|B| ≤ |A∪B|+|A∩B| because |A| = |A\B|+|A∩B| and |B| = |A ∪ B| − |A \ B| (in fact, the equality |A| + |B| = |A ∪ B| + |A ∩ B| holds here).
Thus the distance of Equation (7) is a metric. Furthermore, it can be rewritten as follows:
where A∆B = (A\B)∪(B \A), that is the symmetric difference. The resulting distance d ∆ is known as the symmetric difference metric in the literature (see e.g. [3] ). As shown in [3] , the function
is also a metric. It is normalized as all its values are between 0 and 1.
Strings
As another illustration, we apply the theorem to the partial order (Σ * , ), where Σ * is the set of all strings over the alphabet Σ and the substring relation. Instantiating Theorem 1 in this case results in the well-known editdistance [6] . To show this, we need to introduce some standard terminology and notation. We denote the empty string by λ, the i-th symbol in string s by s(i), and we use |s| to denote the size, that is, the the number of symbols in s. An alignment of two strings a and b is a mapping m = {(a i , b i )} i=1...n such that 1 ≤ a 1 < a 2 < . . . < a n ≤ |a|, 1 ≤ b 1 < b 2 < . . . < b n ≤ |b| and a(a i ) = b(b i ), ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}. As for normal mappings we will use m
g if and only if g is a substring of s, that is, if there exists an alignment m between g and s such that for every i ∈ {1 . . . |g|} there is a j ∈ {1 . . . |s|} such that (i, j) ∈ m, which implies that |m| = |g|. For instance, abc badcbcdc. Defining generality through the substring relation also implies that two strings may possess several minimal general generalisations and maximal general specializations; for instance, mgg(abdc, adbc) = {abc, adc} and mgs(abdc, adbc) = {adbdc, abdbc}.
Lemma 1
The size measure | | defined on Σ * is anti-monotonic, strictly order preserving and satisfies the diamond inequality.
Proof: The anti-monotonicity and strictly order preserving properties are straightforward. To prove that the diamond inequality holds, we need to show that for any a and b: |a| + |b| ≤ |mgg(a, b)| + |mgs(a, b)|. Let a and b be strings and let s ∈ mgs(a, b) such that |s| is minimal. Let m as be an alignment between a and s (we have |a| = |m as | and ∀i ∈ {1 . . . |a|} : ∃j : (i, j) ∈ m as ), and similarly let m bs be an alignment between b and s. Now let {g 1 . . . g n } be the sequence of all indices g i of s for which there exists a j a and j b such that (j a , g i ) ∈ m as and (j b , g i ) ∈ m bs in ascending order. Consider the string g with |g| = n and g(i) = s(g i ). Clearly, g a because there is an alignment m ga where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |g| = n, g(i) = a(m ga (i)) (take m ga (i) = m −1 as (g i )) and similarly, g b. We thus have |s| = |a| + |b| − |g|, as every symbol of s either is aligned to a symbol in both a and b (and hence g), or only aligned to a symbol in one of a and b (and hence not with a symbol in g). Therefore |a| + |b| = |mgs(a, b)| + |g|, and since |g| ≤ |mgg(a, b)|, we can conclude
Therefore, the distance obtained by instantiating Equation 7:
is a metric according to Theorem 1. Moreover, it is equivalent to the editdistance [6] d where |del(m, a)| is the deletion cost, the number of symbols in a that are not aligned according to m. For ease of explanation, we only consider the simplest cost function, where each deleted symbol has cost 1. It is possible to extend the result to more realistic cost functions. On the other hand, let g ∈ mgg(a, b) be so that |g| = |mgg(a, 
As one illustration of how the theorem could be used to reason about or obtain new metrics, consider replacing the above size measure for strings by any convex function of the string length. To see this, recall that for the usual string length, we have |a| + |b| = |mgg(a, b)| + |mgs(a, b) |. Now, let α be so that |a| = α|mgg(a, b)| + (1 − α)|mgs(a, b) |mgs(a, b)|) and hence the size f (| |) satisfies the diamond inequality. Therefore,
is a metric. Conversely, if f is a concave function, the inverse diamond in-
holds, and hence
is also a metric.
Trees
There are many types of trees. Because free trees are a special type of undirected graph, which we will discuss in the next section, we will consider only rooted ordered trees in the present section. We need some notation. Let Σ be an alphabet of node labels. We use ? to denote a wildcard. We now define trees recursively. If t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n are trees (with n ≥ 0) and l ∈ Σ ∪ {?}, then l(t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) is a tree. So, the smallest trees, l(), consist of just one node without subtrees. For two trees t = l(t 1 , . . . , t n ) and
i for all i = 1 . . . n, and either l = l ′ or l =?. The size of a tree is |l(t 1 , . . . , t n )| = 1 + n i=1 |t i |. For two trees t = l(t 1 , . . . , t n ) and
otherwise. Notice that not every pair of trees has a common specialisation. Still, the argument of Theorem 1 holds, as the proof only requires the existence of an mgs for two trees of the form mgg(x, y) and mgg(y, z).
2 Thus,
is a metric.
Graphs
Crucial in applying the theorem is that an adequate combination of ordering and size function can be found. Not every combination satisfies the necessary requirements for graphs. Consider, for instance, using homomorphism between graphs as the partial order and the number of vertices as the size. This choice is not adequate as it is not strictly order preserving. This is illustrated in Figure 2 : the graph on the left is subgraph homomorphic to the one on the right, but has more vertices (3 compared to 2). The terminology we use for graphs is as follows. A graph G is a tuple (V, E, λ), with V a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V a set of edges and λ : V ∪ E → Σ a function assigning labels from an alphabet Σ to the vertices and edges. Given two graphs
3 A bijection ϕ between V H and V G is a graph isomorphism between graphs H and G if and only if ∀u, v ∈ V H : (u, v) ∈ E H ⇔ (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E G and ∀x ∈ V H ∪ E H : λ H (x) = λ G (ϕ(x)). A graph H is induced subgraph isomorphic to a graph G, notation H i G, if and only if there exists a graph ismorphism ϕ between H and an induced subgraph of G. The space of patterns considered is thus (G, i ), where G denotes the set of labeled graphs. As for strings, the minimal general generalisation (mgg) and maximal general specialisation (mgs) operators do not always yield unique results. This follows from the observation that a string can be represented as a linear graph. Note also that the minimal general generalisation operation is known under the name of maximal common subgraph, cf. [1] . In order to define the distance of Equation (7), we still need to define the size of a graph. Following [1] , we use |V |, the number of vertices, as the size of a graph.
Lemma 3 This size | | on graphs is anti-monotonic, strictly order preserving and satisfies the diamond inequality.
Proof The first two properties are straightforward. 4 To prove that the diamond inequality |A| + |B| ≤ |mgg(A, B)| + |mgs(A, B)| holds for all graphs A(V A , E A , λ A ) and B(V B , E B , λ B ), we employ a similar argument as for strings. Let S(V S , E S , λ S ) ∈ mgs(A, B) such that |S| = |V S | is minimal. As A i S and B i S there are induced subgraph isomorphism mappings ϕ as between A and S and ϕ bs between B and S. 
Conclusions
We have introduced a constructive method to derive a distance metric from a partially ordered set and a size measure that satisfy three properties: antimonotonicity, strictly order preserving and the diamond inequality. We have then provided evidence for the applicability of the theorem. To this end, we have shown how several existing and well-known metrics from the literature can be reconstructed using the theorem for four data types: sets, strings, trees and graphs. Further evidence that indicates that it is also possible to derive novel metrics using the theorem comes from, for instance, [4] who used a special case of Theorem 1 (for complete lattices) to define a metric for non-ground logical atoms, and also from the ease with which one can obtain interesting variants of existing metrics. We have illustrated this last point using a convex size function for strings.
